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We demonstrate with a fully quantum-mechanical approach that graphene can function as gate-controllable
transistors for pumped spin currents, i.e., a stream of angular momentum induced by the precession of adjacent
magnetizations, which exists in the absence of net charge currents. Furthermore, we propose as a proof of
concept how these spin currents can be modulated by an electrostatic gate. Because our proposal involves
nanosized systems that function with very high speeds and in the absence of any applied bias, it is potentially
useful for the development of transistors capable of combining large processing speeds, enhanced integration,
and extremely low-power consumption.
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The field of spintronics, responsible for a number of ex-
citing proposals for future electronic devices, is based on
ingenious ways of controlling not only how the electron cur-
rent flows across magnetic �M� and nonmagnetic �NM� hy-
brid materials, but also how the electron spin propagates
throughout this environment.1 One of the most sought-after
applications in the field is the generation of efficient spin
transistors capable of modulating the transport properties,
depending on the spin of the current-carrying electrons.2

Such a spin-polarized current has been produced in several
instances, detected in a variety of ways3 and has as a com-
mon characteristic the fact that the scattering contrast that
exists between M and NM regions in these hybrid materials
leads to the sought transistor behavior.

Current challenges for producing spin transistors are in
designing structures in which: �i� the spin coherence length is
larger than or at least comparable with the system size; �ii�
spin-polarized currents can be efficiently injected from the M
to the NM regions of the system. Here, we argue that
graphene has the ideal properties to overcome both limita-
tions and propose that it can be used as a spin transistor that
allows control of spin transport through an electrostatic gate.
Furthermore, our proposal involves nanoscaled systems that
function with very high speeds and in the absence of any
applied bias, which can in principle pave the way toward the
construction of transistors combining increasingly large data
processing speeds, enhanced integration and extremely low-
electric power consumption.

The first bottleneck is likely to be overcome with the use
of graphene if we recall numerous predictions that have been
made for extremely long spin-coherence lengths for these
materials4–7 when compared to conventional metallic struc-
tures. In fact, recent experimental evidences confirming these
predictions have also indicated how much room there is for
increasing this length.8 The second obstacle arises primarily
due to the inherent contact resistance that exists between the
M and NM regions. It has a spin-independent part, com-
monly referred to as background resistance, added to a con-
tribution that depends on the electron spin. Depending on the
value of this background resistance, the conductance contrast
between the different spin channels may be relatively very
small, leading to a considerable reduction in the spin polar-
ization of the injected current.

As opposed to a spin-polarized charge current, pumped
spin currents consisting of angular momentum flow without
the necessity of a net charge current may be the answer to the
spin-injection limitation. In fact, Tserkovnyak et al. proposed
a mechanism for pumping spin current into NM metals
through the precession of an adjacent magnetization.9,10 In
this case, angular momentum from the moving magnetiza-
tion is transferred to the conduction electrons, creating a spin
disturbance that propagates throughout the metallic conduit.
This spin flow is produced without an applied voltage, in-
volves no net electrical current, and may be used to excite
other magnetic units also in contact with the NM metal.

Furthermore, we have recently demonstrated that carbon
nanotubes are capable of carrying spin currents generated by
precessing magnetic moments for long distances with minor
dispersion and with adjustable degrees of attenuation. We
have also shown that these magnetic excitations travel with
the nanotube Fermi velocity and are capable of setting other
spins into precession even when they are a long distance
apart.11 Because of the resemblance between their electronic
dispersion relations, very similar behavior is expected for
graphene.12,13

For meeting the aforementioned challenges, graphene
seems the ideal candidate for the NM component of spin
transistors. Moreover, the possibility of developing magnetic
moments when graphene is doped with transition metal
atoms14–17 or when in contact to ferromagnetic metals18,19

indicates that it is relatively straightforward to create a M
region within graphene.20 The goal of the present paper is
therefore to demonstrate that the spin current generated by
the precessing magnetization of the M region in contact to
graphene can be modulated when propagating across an elec-
trostatic gate. In other words, we propose that graphene can
be used as an efficient gate-controllable spin-pumping tran-
sistor. More than a mere proof of concept, here we describe
the dynamic response of the spin disturbance taking full ac-
count of the electronic structure of the system. Our approach
discloses some interesting quantum aspects of the spin dy-
namics, which are concealed by semiclassical treatments. It
combines the spin pumping characteristics with the suitable
features of graphene as good conduits for magnetic informa-
tion.

Let us start by defining the system to be considered. As in
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typical spin-valve transistors, two regions �M and NM� are
needed. Here, we consider as our NM part an infinitely long
nanoribbon of graphene of width W=8 atoms. Our results are
not crucially dependent on the ribbon shape as long as the
system is metallic, and for that reason we opt to work with
armchair-shaped edges. There are numerous possibilities for
the other region, the most obvious of which is to promote the
interaction of graphene with some magnetic object. Magnetic
atoms substitutionally inserted into the hexagonal atomic
structure of graphene are known to display sizable magnetic
moments14,15 and will be used here to represent the M part of
the system. Other objects such as magnetic nanoparticles or
ferromagnetic substrates can also be used but substitutional
atoms are by far the simplest and yet capture the essence of
the phenomenon we intend to describe. Four different setups
are considered, all of which illustrated in the insets of Fig. 1:
�a� one single magnetic atom placed at the center of the
ribbon; �b� two identical atoms placed a distance D apart; �c�
one stripe of magnetic atoms placed across the ribbon width;
�d� one stripe of magnetic atoms with another isolated atom

a distance D apart. While a pristine stripe of substitutional
impurities is unlikely to exist, here it serves the purpose of
testing how the transistor behavior responds to the size of the
magnetic material responsible for generating the spin cur-
rent.

As previously mentioned, the pumped spin current is gen-
erated by the precession of a magnetization in contact with a
metallic medium. We assume that the magnetization is origi-
nally in equilibrium, pointing along an arbitrary z direction,
and that it is set into precession by a time-dependent trans-
verse field h��t�. In practical terms, there are different ways
of producing this time-dependent perturbation.10,21,22 To de-
termine how graphene transports spin currents, we must as-
sess how such a localized magnetic excitation propagates
across the structure. In other words, we must investigate how
this excitation disturbs the spin balance of the system not
only where the magnetic atoms are located but also, and
more importantly, how the local spin dynamics is affected
within the NM graphene. This is naturally manifested by the
spin susceptibility �, which reflects how the spin degrees of
freedom of a system respond to a magnetic excitation.

To calculate the spin susceptibility one needs the Hamil-
tonian describing the electronic structure of the unperturbed

system, which we assume is given by Ĥ=�i,j,��ijĉi�
† ĉj�

+��,�
U
2 n̂��n̂��̄+ ĤZ. Here, �ij represents the electron hopping

between nearest neighbor sites i and j, ĉi�
† creates an electron

with spin � at site i, the sum in � is over the sites occupied
by magnetic atoms, n̂��= ĉ��

† ĉ�� is the corresponding elec-
tronic occupation number operator, and U represents an ef-
fective on-site interaction between electrons in the magnetic
sites, which is neglected elsewhere. Finally, HZ plays the role
of a local Zeeman interaction that defines the ẑ axis as the
equilibrium direction of the magnetization. The Hamiltonian
parameters can be obtained from density-functional-theory
calculations so that the electronic structure of the doped sys-
tem is well described.23,24 Although the presented results are
for Mn atoms, other substitutional magnetic impurities may
be employed.14 In our calculations we fix the Fermi energy
EF=0, and use �i,j =2.7 eV for the nearest-neighbor hopping
terms. We take the number of d electrons in the Mn sites
nm=1, U=20 eV, and assume a local Zeeman energy split-
ting of 1 meV.25 Spin-orbit coupling is neglected for being
very small compared to the other relevant energy scales.

The time-dependent transverse spin susceptibility is de-

fined as �m,��t�=− i
���t���Ŝm

+ �t� , Ŝ�
−�0���, where ��x� is the

heaviside step function, and Ŝm
+ and Ŝm

− are the spin raising
and lowering operators at site m, respectively. The indices �
and m refer to the locations where the field is applied and
where the response is measured, respectively. In our case, we
induce a precession of the magnetic moments on sites � and
we wish to observe the resulting spin disturbance at an arbi-
trary site m. This response is fully described by ���m,��t�.
Within the random phase approximation, this susceptibility
may be calculated in frequency domain, and in matrix form it
is given by ����= �1+�0���U�−1�0���, where �0 is the
Hartree-Fock susceptibility.

Recently we have investigated the spin disturbance in car-
bon nanotubes as a function of time and have identified that
pulsed magnetic excitations travel across these materials

FIG. 1. �Color online� Spin disturbance, represented by the spin
susceptibility ��m,����� �in units of � /eV�, as a function of the gate
voltage Vg �in units of eV�. Four different setups are considered: �a�
one single magnetic atom; �b� two identical atoms separated by a
distance D; �c� one stripe of magnetic atoms placed across the rib-
bon width; �d� one stripe of magnetic atoms with another isolated
atom a distance D apart. The insets depict schematic representations
of each one of these setups, where the red/gray circles represent the
magnetic atoms, the blue/dark gray cross shows the position where
the spin disturbance is probed even in the absence of a magnetic
object, and the gray area in the middle indicates the gated region
under the action of Vg. All spin disturbances are probed at the
marked sites on the right-hand side of the insets, either as a red/gray
circle or as a blue/dark gray cross. For the sake of clarity, results for
panels �b� and �d� have been divided by 102 and 104, respectively.
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with their corresponding Fermi velocities, with very little
deformation and with tunable degrees of attenuation, some-
thing that has been attributed to the distinctive linear disper-
sion relation displayed by nanotubes.11 Graphene has a simi-
lar linearity in their dispersion relation and behaves in
exactly the same way. However, rather than studying the
time-resolved spin excitations, in this paper we focus on the
frequency-resolved response. The key quantity for us is
��m,����� because it is proportional to the amplitude of the
spin disturbance at site m due to a time-dependent transverse
magnetic field applied at site �. In other words, it corre-
sponds to the precession amplitude acquired by the electron
spin localized at an arbitrary site m due to a harmonic per-
turbation of frequency � produced at the magnetic site �.
Unsurprisingly, when investigated as a function of frequency
this quantity displays a very distinctive peak close to its
Larmour-frequency resonance. Without any loss of general-
ity, in what follows we use this value as our choice of exci-
tation frequency.

The fact that the electron spin probed at arbitrary
graphene sites is affected by a perturbation acting where the
magnetic atoms are located indicates the existence of a
pumped spin current traveling through graphene. The ease
with which graphene is electrostatically gated26 suggests that
one may modulate the spin current pumped across these ma-
terials. We mimic the effect of a gate voltage by introducing
a region of length L separating the magnetic sites � and the
location where we probe the spin disturbance, in which the
electrostatic potential is Vg. Figure 1 shows results for the
spin disturbance as a function of Vg for all four different
setups. Results for Vg�0 are not shown but the spin distur-
bance is even with respect to Vg. It is instructive to start by
commenting on the results for Vg=0. Sizable values are ob-
tained in all four cases, meaning that graphene, similarly to
nanotubes, is indeed a good conduit for the spin current.11

The big difference in magnitude results from the fact that the
amplitude of the spin disturbance is largely amplified by the
presence of local magnetic moments at the probing site.

Being a good conduit for the current is necessary but not
sufficient to generate efficient transistors. In addition, one
needs a way of switching the current between on and off
states, something often achievable with a varying gate poten-
tial. As a function of Vg, all cases show oscillations in
��m,����� alternating between sizable �on� and vanishingly
small �off� values with the same periodicity of 	
=0.106 eV. This means that a small variation of Vg is ca-
pable of controlling whether or not a magnetic object can be
excited by a remotely induced precession.

To map how the spin disturbances are spatially distrib-
uted, it is worth investigating their position dependence. For
a fixed value of Vg in the case depicted by the inset of Fig.
1�c�, we assess how the pumped spin current is affecting the
spin balance along its path by plotting ��m,����� as a function
of the probing position m. Figure 2 displays such a plot
where the white �gray� background represents the nongated
�gated� region. The top panel shows results for three different
values of Vg=0,	 ,2	, all corresponding to peaks in Fig.
1�c�. The spin disturbance outside the gated area is indistin-
guishable in all three cases, confirming the full transmission
across the gate. The distinction appears only inside the gate

where oscillatory features arise as we increase the corre-
sponding values of Vg. A monotonic form is found for the
black line representing Vg=0, due to the familiar commen-
surability effect that exists in half-filled electronic bands in
hexagonal atomic structures.27–30 As a matter of fact, for the
same reason, this monotonicity is also found everywhere out-
side the gated region. As the gate voltage is increased to
Vg=	 and Vg=2	 we depart from a commensurate regime
and enter a region where clear oscillatory patterns are seen.
Despite the changes in Vg, the overall effect on the transmis-
sion is identical to the case Vg=0 because the oscillations fit
exactly into the length L of the gated region with an even
number of half-wavelengths.

In the case of vanishingly small spin disturbances, shown
in the bottom panel of Fig. 2, the values of Vg for which
��m,����� is minimal depend on the actual setup considered.
Using the setup shown in the inset of Fig. 1�c�, we find that
Vg

0=0.027 eV induces a monotonic decay of the spin distur-
bance toward very small values, meaning that the pumped
spin current has been blocked and is unable to proceed be-
yond the gated area. While there should be no commensurate
effect for Vg�0, small values of Vg induce oscillations that
are too long to be seen within the length L. Subsequent val-
ues of Vg=Vg

0+	 and Vg=Vg
0+2	 shorten the oscillation pe-

riods and once again appear as oscillations that fit the length
L, this time however, with an odd number of half-
wavelengths inducing vanishingly small values for ��m,�����.

The results displayed above can be easily interpreted in
terms of an interference pattern created by the gate. Although
pumped spin currents travel without the necessity of net
charge currents, they are still carried by electrons. The effect
of a gate is to change the characteristic wavelength with
which electrons travel inside that region. Depending on how
this characteristic wavelength compares to the gate length L,
one may have constructive or destructive interference, lead-
ing to a full transmission or the complete reflection of the

FIG. 2. �Color online� Spin disturbance, represented by the spin
susceptibility ��m,����� �in units of � /eV�, as a function of the prob-
ing position �in units of a0=2.46 Å� for different values of Vg. All
results are for the case of one stripe of magnetic atoms placed
across the ribbon width �panel �c� of Fig. 1�. The gray area repre-
sents the gated region. �a� Vg=0 �black line�; Vg=0.106 eV �red
line with circles�; Vg=0.212 eV �blue line with triangles�. �b� Vg

=0.027 eV �black line�; Vg=0.133 eV �red line with circles�; Vg

=0.239 eV �blue line with triangles�.
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pumped spin current. This is a clear signature of quantum
interference and is directly analogous to a Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer, which possesses certain resonance energies for to-
tal transmission together with others where traveling is en-
tirely blocked.

In summary, we have shown with a full quantum me-
chanical approach that spin current can be pumped into
graphene when it is in contact to a M region whose magne-
tization is set into precession motion. This spin current re-
quires no applied bias to be pumped across graphene and
does not depend on any net charge current. In addition, the

pumped current is perfectly controllable with the introduc-
tion of a simple gate that modulates the transmission as a
result of quantum interference. Finally, the ease with which
graphene is gated and the facility with which current state-
of-the-art experimental techniques are used to produce spin-
pumping devices suggests that the proposal described here is
of simple implementation. The ideas presented here may be
valuable in overcoming some of the limitations displayed by
conventional devices and will motivate new attempts to pro-
duce spin transistors with large processing speeds, enhanced
integration and extremely low-power consumption.
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